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meaning. And, because of that shift in the philosophical mode of thought, he
became a defender of democracy — which he understood as a system in which
ideas, not owners of wealth, rule. It was in this context that the Johnstones
began working with the future Prime Minister John Howard and, by extension,
Senator Con Hassit of Australia, to galvanise global concern about the insidious
risks of the North Korean nuclear threat. They travelled to the Korean peninsula,
visited markets and factories, and met with diplomats, academics, artists,
politicians, business leaders, and journalists. In July 2007, Johnstone
accompanied the ABC’s Robin Brant and Jason Knauf on an international ABC
Radio National Ploughing Into The Night ‘fusion’ journalism project to South
Korea, but things seemed different this time. The questioning was much more
aggressive, and the ABC team attempted to treat Johnstone as a guest, not a
journalist. By contrast, the interviews in April 2010 seemed more relaxed, and
Johnstone provided an open, compelling, and sometimes controversial portrait of
himself. The same week that I did the Medibank interview, I also tracked down
Peter Kwan, a former federal Liberal frontbencher who is the director of the
Asian College of Australian Studies at the University of Melbourne. Kwan had no
direct experience of the Hwang Ho episode, but knew Johnstone quite well. “I
was shocked by the interview,” said Kwan. “I was shocked that he would have
referred to Hwang Ho as a pariah. That whole interview gave the impression that
he was a lunatic. He had become a media personality and was trying
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